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INTRODUCTION
Salinity is  saltiness (Bernstein M jd  1955). Soils containing excessive 
amounts of dissolved salts a re  called saline soils. The salt-affected soils 
a re  classified into three different groups: (1) Saline soils. (2) Sodic soils, 
and (3) Saline-Sodic soils.
Saline soils contain sufficiently hig^ contents of soluble salts to 
depress plant growth, while sodic soils (U. S. Salinity Laboratory Board of 
Collaborators 1958) formerly known as "alkali soils" <U. S. Salinity 
Laboratory Staff 1954) contain sufficient amounts of adsorbed sodium to 
affect growdi adversely. Saline-sodic soils have both excessive soluble salts 
and high adsorbed sodium.
Salts may be a natural constituent of the soil o r may be adcM to the 
soil by man in the form of fertilizers and dissolved salts in irrigation w aters. 
Salt accumuiatioa occurs, and often to harmful lev els, when addition to the 
soil exceeds the removal from die solum. Such condititms a re  commonly 
encountered in arid  and sem i-arid regions of the world where high temperature 
favors evapotranspiration and rainfall is inadequate to leach salts beyond the 
rooting zcme.
These regions a re  widespread in bodi the nordiem and southern 
hemispheres (see Figure 1). Dickson (1957) showed that about one-tendi of
/ /
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FIGURE 1. WORLD DISTRIBUTION OF ARID AND SBM1>ARID REGICM4S.
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the 57 millitm square m iles of the land mass is untter some sort of cultivation.
One-tenth of a million square m iles of land is not favored with adequate
rainfall and receives less than ten inches in any given year. Thus, the
agricultural productivity of these regions depends upon the estaULidunent of
a permanent irrigaticm system and the efficioot use of the water resources.
Poor agricuUural management has. In many cases, brought land
under saline conditions. The previously existing saline areas were found to
%
expand rapidly vhen poor quality irrigation water was applied. In Pakistan 
and odier countries of the Middle Bast like Egypt, man has contributed more 
toward die spread of salinity than nature itself.
In Pakistan alcoie. more than 5 niillitu acres of land suffer from salinhy. 
while in about 11 millitm acres of land saline patches are  common (Tipton 1 ^9 ). 
Szabolez, (19S6a) estimated that salt-affected land in Hungary occupies over 
half a million hectares. Solcmetz (sodic) and Solcoichak (saline) soils account 
for more than 75 million h ecu res  in the U .S .S .E . (Popazov 1956). Sytm (1956) 
states dist 20 million hectares in Chins have chloride-sulphate type salinity. 
Yugoslavia has more than half a million acres of salt-affected land 
(M iljkovic^ aJ^  1959). Buehrer and Hanna, (1956) reported dte occurrence of 
saline soils in Iraq. Saline and aodic soils occur in Egypt on regtilarly 
irrigated land (Schoonover et al  ^1957).
Reference to saline soils occurring in Nordi Africa (Berger-Landefeldt 
1957). North Cameroon (Plas and Guichard, 1956), the lower valley of die
Ousdalquirvtr tn ^patn (Garcia jU 1 ^6 ), tiieir geographical extant and the 
nmure of salinity has been made by UNESCO.
hi some humid zones d  India, salinity due to magnesium salts has been 
r^ x n te d  by Banerjee (19S9a, 1959b). Similar cases of magnesium salinity have 
been cited for m ai^  low lying coastal areas of Holland (Hissink 1932), where 
the sea had encroadied land during geologic tim es. In the Fhil4)pineB, Alicante 
(1933) reported soils having twice as much magnesium as calcium in the water 
extract. Ellis and Caldwell (1935) rq;>arted magneidum salinity in certain 
Manitoba soils. Kudrhi and Rosanov (1938) characterized serozems wtdi high 
content of adsorbed magnesium. In the Red River Valley, Rost and Chang 
(1941) separated soils having magnesium salinity from those with high 
exchangeable calcium . Several workers have repottsd  magnesium salinity in 
Hawaii (McGeorge 1930, Hance and Stewart 1927, and Ewart, m^xihllshed data 
of American Factors, Limited).
Windblown sea spray or "cyclic salt" has also contributed towards the 
salinity hazard in Auatralia (Teakle 1937). la Hawailtie windblown dqtosits 
have been rsportad by Sideris (1955) who showed diat amounts as much as
13.8 Ibs/A per moodi was collected over a  two year period whfain a  distance 
of 1 0 0 0  feet from the sea . The amount of salt deposimd decreased as the 
distaiKe increased.
The p r i n c j ^  cations present tn the soil solution of saline and sodic 
soils a re  calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium, while the principal
anions are  chloride, sulphate, carbonate and bicarbonate. Some kms act as 
mitrlent elemerns, but excessive accumulation of a  single ion may be 
detrimental and Injurious to plants. Salt accumulation affects plant growth 
in several ways. Increase in salt contest Is accompanied with an increase 
In osmotic pressure of the soil solution in the root medium which acts against 
die Intake of water by plants, hence causes an undesirable condition sim ilar 
to drought.
^[lectfic ion effects (toxiciries and mitrltianal disturbances) may be 
superimposed on the general osmotic effect (Hayward and Wadieigh 1949),
GriUot 1956, Bernstein and Hayward 1958, Bernstein 1962).
The effect of excessive salt accumulation on the chemical and physical 
propertieB of the soil indirectly affects plant growth. Prolonged eviyoratlon hrom 
a  saline soil prochices characteristic changes in the cmnposttioQ of its soluble 
sa lts . The relative amount of sodium In solutlOQ is  Increased by precipitation 
of carbonates and railphates of calcium and magnesium. When dile occurs, 
sodtum replaces calcium and magnesium from the exchange complex and gives 
r is e  to sodic soils OCeUley 1951). Large amounts of sodtum adsorbed on die 
exchange complex produce q>ecial undesirable physical and chemical changes 
in die soil. Sodium favors diq;)ersian of the soil and reduces its permeability 
to  water and gases. FUrdiarmoce. due to specific effect of the sodium ton. 
plants with high calcium requirement may actually suffer the sodium induced 
calcium deficiency.
Since the effect of eKcessive 8 <duble salte on plants and cxqps is of 
considerable economic importance, and extensive study of salinity problems 
in areas concerned is  vital for the successful eradtcatton of the menace.
The purpose of this research  was to  evaluate the salinity status of some 
selected Hawaiian so ils. The applicability of electrode measurement of sodium 
ion activity was also included a s part of this research work.
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REVIEW OF LTTBRATURB
EARLY INVESTIGATIONS
ft was not too long ago that agriculturalists began to appreciate the 
agronomic potentialIties of acdla in a rid  and sem i-orid regions. HUgsrd 
In California was peadiaps among the f irs t  workers to give ottentian to the 
systematic study of the soils of low rolntell a re as . The high salt c<»it«tt of 
soils was attributed to either the presence of large amounts of natural salt 
or to use of irrigation water havtng high salt coments.
Early thoughta and observations concerning ^ e a d  of soluble salts 
in various ports of Soudiern Califamla were recorded. Hilgard (1890) as 
cited by Kelley (19S1) pointed out the heavy accumulation of soluble salts in 
Son Joaquin Volley, Califamia, and later Hilgard «  ^  (1902) reported two 
soils in Imperial Volley where the qpreod of salinity was very common. Fkom 
his investigations (1906) a  fairly cmnprehensive understanding of saline and 
alkali solle was made possible. Gedroiz ^  ^  (1912), (1926) and (1928) in 
Russia, de*Sigmond (1927a, b, c) and (1932) in Hungary and Hlsshdc (1933) in 
Holland and Kelley (1922), and other workers in other parts of the world have 
ctmtrlbuted a  gcm t deal to our preeent knowledge of saline and alkali soils.
PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS
Salt-affected soils a re  classified according to either a  chemical or 
morphological basis. Following the lead of de'Sigmood. the United States 
Salinity Laboratory Staff <U.S.S.L* 1954) devel(^>ed the chonical classiflcatian 
of the soil with arld trary  lim its. I h is  classiflcatioa is  based iqxm plant 
tolerance to  various salt levels.
Saline soil contain high eoough coocentrarion of soluble salts 
to depress plant growdi, while sodlc soils (U .S.S. L . Board of CoUaborators 1958) 
form erly known as "alkali soils” contain sufficient eachangeahle sodium to 
affect growdi adversely. As practical definittone. the lower lim it for saline 
soft was set a t 4 mUlimhos per centimeter electrical cooductivtty at the 
saturation extract a t 25^ C (EC^). and for sodic soils a t 15 exchangeable 
sodium percentage (ESP).
Saline-eodlc soils contain sufficient quantities of soluble salts and 
adsorbed sodium to reduce the yield of most plants. Their ESP is  equal to 
o r g reater than IS and the BC^ is g reater dian 4 m mhos/cm . The pH of the 
saturated paste is  usually less  dian 8 .5, but if gypsum is present in a i^ e c la id e  
quantitiee, the msy be as low as 8 .2 . Saline soils correspond to the "white 
alkali" of HUgard and Solonchak of Russian workers, and sodic soils 
correqM nd to the "black alkali” of HilgVKl, and in many cases to 'Rolonetz" as 
used by die Russians.
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Soviet scieotlacs attach coaeiderable importance to the c<Knposttion of 
the salts fta soil In relatloa to plant growth, but the emphasis Is on the anion 
compositian (Bower 1962). Thus, chlorlde*8allnlty and su)^>hate*salinlty 
a re  term s hretpientiiy used.
Bower (1962) has further emphasized the difference in basic approach 
towards the salinity investigation in Russia and the United States, saying that 
soil particles being negatively charged undergo cation exchange reactions and 
influence the chemical and physical properties of the soil markedly, while the 
am ative adsorption plays an faisigntficanr part on the soil system s.
STUDIES CONCBRNINO THE BPFBCT OF SAUNTTY ON PLANT OROWTH
Plant growdi reiqxmses on saline soils have been diecussed by Hayward 
and Wadleifi^ (1949), Hayward (1953), Gxllloc (1946), Hayward and Bernstein 
(1958), Lagerwarft and Qgata (I960), Bernstein and Hayward (1958) and 
Bernstein (1962). More often the total concentratlOQ of the soluble salts in 
the soil solution, ra ther than their dhemical nature, is mainly responsUde for 
the injurious effect on tito growth of plant crops. The causes a re  assoclsted 
with increase In osmotic pressure of the root medium, Ih is  sttuatian decreases 
the water avaUabiiity due to a  decrease in the diffusion pressure gradiant between 
the soil solution and the plant. Baton (1942) has questioned the actuality of this 
effect on tihe basis that the osmotic p reso ire  of leaves or above ground parts of 
plants Increases as the salinity increases. The osmotic adjustment in many
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plants has been reported to a marked extent and hence the physiology of the 
plant is  not too much affected unless die concentrstioo of the soluble salt 
increases to critical levels (McKay 1935. Bonner 1959. Bpatein 1960 and 
Scholander «  §^1962. Bem stein_et^ 1961, 1963). However, die qualitttive 
aspects of plant growth on saline media a re  not insignificant. Progressive 
stunting of plants and the attmdant sm aller, darker green leaves and tip 
bums which, in most cases, resemble drought symptoms have been noticed. 
The prevailing view held by most workers is that water deficit induced by high 
osm(Xic pressure la the factor restricting plant growdi (Gardner 1960).
ROLE OF SODIUM
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In aalt-affected soils sodium exists in two phases, soluble sodium and 
exchangeable sodium. There ia no stric t b<xuidary between the two phsses as 
such, and an ion <mdie exchange complex can migrate into the soluble phase, 
and vice versa mder certain conditions. Further, the layer of catitma adsorbed 
on the clay surface diffuses rather indistinctly into die electrically neutral 
dissolved salt phase. The role played by sodium in saline and aodic soils can 
be divided in the following:
A. The Effect of Soluble Sodium on Plant and Soil 
Although sodium ia not considered as an essential plant nutrient, its 
presence in relatively small quantities may stimulate the productivity of 
certain truck c rq is . Harmer and Benne (1941) have attributed the increase in
the yield of beets, celery and turnips to the small amount of sodium. Many 
plant speclas, howevar, tend to accumulate laxse amounts of sodium in dMir 
tissues and leaves (Paterecai 1958). Bernstein and Pearson as late as (1956) 
have shown that moderata levels of sodium accumulation were reached in beans, 
clover and albilfa, but vary high levels were attained in beets.
In spite of this selectivity for sodium accumulation by plants, few 
well-defined instances of sodium toxicity have been reported.
L illeU n d ^  al^( 1945) described a tip bum of almond leaves related to 
sodium concentration. Ayers and his associates (1951) (tescribed a 
sodium-scorch of avocado leaves. Ayers (1950) and Brownjtt a l (1959) growing 
avocado and stone fruit in water culture sallnlzed by sodium salts observed a 
sim ilar leaf injury. Bl-Gebably (1958) studying salt toleran<» of barley, 
wheat, clover and horse beans showed that barley failed to grow vdien die 
soluble sodium percentage (SSP) exceeded 65, but n ^ o rted  fair growth at SSP 
values less than 50. Wheat did not grow at all at a SSP of 82 and there was no 
growdi of clover at SSP of 70. Wahab (1958) studied the efiect of increasing 
the amount of sodium chloride (N ad) on wheat, com. barley, rice and cotton, 
and showed diet the germination of wheat was adverMly affected when the NaCl 
concentrati(» was above 0.2% at moisture levels equivalent to 15% of the water 
holding capacity. Com did not germinate beyond 0.2% concentiation of NaCl 
at 30% of the water holding capacity. Similar results were obtained for odier 
crops.
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The effect of eolufaie eodhim upon die soil syetam has not been cited in 
the goMsraUy available litera ture.
B. The Effect of Exchangeable Sodfaim on Plante and Soil 
Exchangeable sodhim la diat portion of the eoll aodhim adsorbed by the 
s(dl and m i^  be replaced by, or exchapged with, other catloas (Pearson 1960).
It Is expressed a s  me / 1 0 0  gm of soil.
The adverse effect of exchangeable sodium (BS) to plants is  indirect.
The immediate effect of exchangeable sodium is  to cause the soil particles to 
dUperse, dais resulting in sm aller pores. Problems related to aeration, water 
movement and root development a re  associated widi the chaxgee in the physical 
condition of the soil (C3iang and Dregne 1955. McGeorge and Brezeale 1955).
bi addition to growth problems related to phyidcal conditions, the 
exchangeable sodium produces nutritional problems (Ratner 1935, Bower and 
Wadleigfa 1948, and Thome 1945). Ratner (1944) stated that under such 
conditions the exchange complex actually extracts calcium from the root 
tisoues, and deadi may follow because of calcium deficiency. Laboratory 
experiments show d a t  addition of calcium and magnesium oftentimes improves 
plant growdi (Bower and Titrk 1946).
Bernstein and I ^ s t m  (1956), Wadleig^ and Bower (1948) have tried  
to re la te  the direct effect of axchangeeble sodium percentage on plant growth 
a s  djstlnguished from Indirect edKect related to chapges in the physical 
condition of die soil.
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MBASURBMBNT OP SODIUM BY THE SPBQFIC ION BLBCTRQDB
Although Lengyell and Blum (1934) observed that sodium silicate glass 
electrodes containing A1 2 0 3  or 8 2 0 ^ were sensitive to several metallic 
cations s s  well as hydrogen, attempts to develop and utilize such electrodes 
for die measurement of sodium ion activity have been made only recently.
(Aietiiin and Gorb 1958, BisemanjM a^l957. Goremykin and Kryukov 1957, and 
Leonard 1962).
Following the lead of all these scientists. Beckman Instruments 
Incorporated manufactured electrodes with catalog number 78137V and later 
78187V. The latter is sensitive only to Na+ in the pH range bMween 7 to 1 1  
and does not respond to calcium and magnesium (Bower 1959). Bower (1961) 
determined the smount of soluble and exchangeable sodium with the help 
of the electrode and compared the results with the flame {Aotometer. He obtained 
results vhich were in good agreement.
The absolute concentration is not eittirely responslUe for chemical 
changes, but radier there is a fraction of the to u l concentration which is 
effective in producing chemical reactions. Thus, the use of the electrode provides 
better estim ates of the acti\e o r effective concentrati<m in a system. Further­
more, the use of electrodes has been found to be more rapid, accurate and 
economical.
It was with this background that the present work was carried out. In 
the absence of any previous work of this sort on Hawaiian soil, icteas and 
techniques were freely applied.
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The audior has found die applicability of diia electrode quite satisfactory, 
and fully agrees with the following statement made by L. Bernstein of U.S.D.A. 
ARS-USSL at the Paris Sjrmposium on Arid Zone Research in 1962:
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Aldiough Na and K ctetermination by flame 
photometry have now replaced die more tedious 
chemical methods, anodier facile method has been 
pn^osed . Glass electrodes have been produced 
vhicb a re  sensitive to Na, K and H . The method 
promises even greater convenience than flame 
photometry, with less specialized equipment 
required.
SALINITY INVBSTIGATIONS IN HAWAR
Cline (1955) has reported die occurrence of solonchak and, to a lesse r 
eident. dist of solonetz in Hawaii. Kalani clay, a soionetz soils occiqiies a 
small area in the Kau section on the Big Island, In die poorly drained area 
of Maui, soils were found with high base-saturation. These soils were high 
in exchangeable magnesium (Sherman et id 1947). A high pr<^rti<m of the 
bases was magnesium.
The high magnesium content of Hawaiian lavas results in soils high in 
magnesium. This is especially true in soil occurring in the low lands. The 
sodium concentration has been found to be lower than the ocher cations. 
McGeorge (1930) studying die effects of irrigation water from artesian wells 
on Che physics and chem istiy of soils at Ewa Flantati(», r ^ r t e d  an increase 
in exchangeable magnesium when high magnesium water was used.
Sherman et §1^(1947) conclmted that a high soluble magnesium contmit 
was essential for the process of dolomitization to take place. The aoUa of the 
Lualualei, Makaha end Waianae Valleys were found to be rich in magnesium. 
Gill and Sherman (1952) attributed the dispersed character of die gray hydro- 
morphic soils to hlg^ exchangeable magnesium, especially where the ratio ol 
the exchangeable magnesium to exchangeable calcium was equal to o r greater 
dian one.
Some work in the area of salt tolerance of plenta showed that irrigation 
water as high as 2.56 EC x 10^ can be successfully used for the production of 
meny truck crops (Nightingale and Yoshida 1954). In the same area, grasses 
and legiunes showed excellent growdi when water of 4.43 EC x 10^ was used 
for irrigation purposes.
Ahmed (1965) working with artificially prepared saline end sodic soils 
of die Molokai and Lualualei series, concluded that the dispersive effect of 
magnesium in soils may be due to the formation uni-valent magnesium ion 
ctHnplex.
In Kekaha Plantation. Ewart (personal communication) found diat in all 
cases magnesium was higher than calcium and sodium.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
DESCRgnON OF THE SOILS USED
Five fiotts and four drainage water samples from Kdcaha Plantation on
the island of Kauai were used for the presem  study.^
This study was conducted d) ascertain the presence of salt In soils, hs
2
effect on plants and its removal from so ils. Samples were takon from various 
pordons of furrow s. At least one sample in each field was taken from the 
furrow ridge vfhere salt accumulation lausually high • Where visual examination 
of cane showed effects of salinity, samples were collected from a t least duree 
depdis. For purposes of comparison, a reas of h l ^ ,  medium and low levels 
of salinity were sampled.
A brief descrhJtlon of die soils from different cane fields is  given below. 
Their locadons a re  shown in Figure 2.
Field 260 was among the newest fields and Is located on recently reclaimed 
land. The s<dl was form erly classified as the catsno series, sand dune phase and
^Thanks a re  due to M r. George Schattenburg, Agrictilture Bngtoeer of the 
Kekidia Plantation for his cooper ation and interest fat sampling for the present 
work.
^tafortunstely a  heavy rainfall of 3.5" was recorded by plaxuatlon m an i^*  
ment in that a rea  only a  day before the samples were taken, and mudt of the 
soluble salt was either flushed away or leachod down to greater depths.
FIGURE 2. LOCATION OF SAMPLING SrrBS.
essentially consisted of beach sand. The sub-surface m aterial Is weakly 
consolidated and pale in color. The soil was reclaim ed by mixing large 
amounts of bagasse and m ill waste with the surface of 12 inches. Crystals 
of gypsum and other salts were common on the surface. Since the field had 
been only recently placed under cultivatian. <»ly two samples were taken to the 
following d^>th6 .
Furrow Ridge 0 - 10"
Furrow Bottom 0 - 12"
The soils of fields 242 and 237 are  classified as the Kaltdco series.
They a re  characterized by m arl-like m aterial prtdMbly derived from alluvium and 
coral sand. The average rainfall in this area  is about 25". The surface 10" is 
r^;>Qrted by Cline ^ ^ ( 1 9 5 5 )  as dark re<kUch-brown clay: weak medium crumb 
structure, firm  vhen dry and moderately plastic when wet. The pH ranges 
between 7 .5  and 7 .8 , Cation exchange capacities for this soil a re  getwrally 
50 me/100 gm and is about 90% base saturated (Kanehtro 1956). Samples were 
collected from the followiug depths.
Field 242 0 - 2" Field 237 Furrow Ridge 0 - 10"
2 - 10" Furrow Bottom 0 - 6 "
10 -  22"  6 -  12"
22 - 30" 12 - 20"
Ih e  soils of fields A-1 and 11-5 a re  classified as Lualualei clay, phase 
undifferentiated (0-3% slope). They a re  plastic hard clays derived fr<»n d e ^
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alluvtum d^ioslte on coastal flats a t talus slopes. They occur at elevations of 
less than 250 feet, and receive an annual rainfall of about 25 inches. They a re  
dark barownlsh-gray and have a  moderately developed medium granular structure. 
The pH ranges between 7 .0  and 8 .0 . Their cation exchange c^[>acity is about 
SO me/100 gm of soil and is  around 100% base saturated (Kanehiro 1S66). The 
following dQiths were sam ples.
Field A»1 Furrow Ridge 0 -  8" Field 11-5 Furrow Ridge 0 -  10"
Funow  Bottom 0 • 8 " Fhrrow Bottom 0 • 8 "
Furrow Bottom 8 -  20" Furrow Bottom 8  - 16"
Three dralxiage water samples, 1000 ml each, were collected in
polyethylene battles from various subsidiary drainage ditches around the fields. 
One sample was taken from the main drainage canal of the plantation. Care was 
taken to obtain a  representative sample from running water in die ditches. 
Sample No. 242 was collected from a drainage ditch adjacent to field 242. This 
field ^ow ed the severest salt bum s. Sample No. A-1 was collected from a 
drainage ditch near field A -1. Sample No. 260 was collected from a  *l»Gket" 
drainage ditch in die middle of field 260. This drain did not have adequate flow. 
The excavated soil had visible gypsum crystals on its  surface. The field was 
recently reclaim ed and die seedling crop of sugarcane was less dian 6  m o t^ s  
old. A sample was collected from the primary drainage canal vAiicfa drains water 
to the sea. It is  a composite sample for all drainage waters throughout the 
plantation.
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HISTORY OF THE AREA
As r^ x n te d  by Ewart (office records) a  large portion of Kekaha Flats 
now occupied by die Kekaha Plantation on the island of Kauai was swampland 
up to die early days of 1921. It was fed by a  high water table, seeps, qpriugs, 
sea encroadiment and periodic run-offs from the adjacent h ills. The rains 
waehed die hill slopes and cteposited dieir loads in die form of altuvlal fans.
Since much of the reclaimed area  ia about 4 f e ^  above sea level, drainage 
was essm tia l for sugar production. A major program of drainage was started in 
1925 consistiiig of a  closely epaced netwodc of smaller "bucket" drains put into 
operation vherever isolated low-lying patches of water saturated land was 
observed.
After establlriiing the drainage sy^am , large scale gradiqg was done to 
improve water distribution. A program was initiated to keep the main canals and 
other vital drains tree  from  Umu (aquatic weeds). Tiiapia mossambica and 
Tilapia melanopleura, moudi breeders imted for their voracious aiqpetite for 
weeds, were introduced in 1955 (Sherbum 1961). Their efficiency in weed 
control can be seen In Figure 3. Weed coorroi was a majtxc factor in 
maintaining good drainage.
In isolated areas where drainage and salt ccmtent were unfavorable for sugar 
production, bagasse was incorporated into the soil. Mixing the bagasse resulted in 
bettor aggregatlan and lower bulk density* resu ltli^  in improved permeability 
and aeratitm . Heavy machinery was used to spread the bagasse, which in later
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FIGURE 3. WEED CONTROL BELOW THE WATER LINE BY TILAPIA SP. IN DRAINAGE CANAL.
to
years, was mixed with the soil with the help of a  turnover plow. Ihe  fields 
were then criss-crossed  and chiseled or sub-soiled to a  depth of approximately 
14" to 18" (see Figure 4). Ih e  usefulness of bagasse also resulted in better 
emergence, weed ctmtrol and uniformity of stand.
In some "bucket" drains where caving of die aides was a  problem, ditches 
were filled with bagasse and covered with soil. Drains of this type were success* 
ful in reclaiming areas with this type of problem (Figmre 5).
Until some years ago, there were scattered patches of saline widiin the 
fields. Aldunigh the soluble salt content of the presently used irrigation water 
ranged from 0.75 BC x 10^ to 6 .5  BC x 10^ (office records), with chloride ion 
cmcentration ranging frcmi 120 parts per million to 1590 parts per million, the 
vigorous growth oi sugarcane in almost all fields attest to the success of «alina 
soil reclam ation.
MBTHODS OF ANALYSIS
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Ihe  soil samples were a ir  dried and then freed of coarse organic m atter
by band picking. Ih e  soil was f irs t ground to pass a 8  mesh (2mn| sieve, then
further ground to pass a 32 mesh (0.5 mm) sieve. Ail samples were dioroughly
mixed and stored in wide mouthed g ^ s s  bottles for subsequent analysis.
Methods of soil characterizatioa for the purpose of saUnlty studies were
o n
adapted from U .S .O .A . Handbook #60 (USSL 1954). Moisture ratios XD » i . e . ,  
oven dry weight over a ir  dry weight, and moisture factor (Pw) was calculated 
for all soils, on a weight b a sis .
FIGURE 4. RECLAMATION OF CALCAREOUS SOIL (CATANO SAND). NOTE INCORPORATION
OF BAGASSE AND USE OF TILES.
9A
FIGURE 5. •BUCKET" TRENCH UTILIZED FOR DRAINAGE.
Because of the high clay coatent d  these soils, the paste was allowed to 
stand overnight to assure complete Baturatlon. The pH of the eaturatioo paste 
was measured wttti a  Beckman Zeromatlc pH m eter.
The saturation extract was obtained by filtering the paste under vacuum 
dirough Whatman filter paper No. 541 o o a  Buechner  funnel. To pcrevent 
prech^tatloa of carbonates and bicarbonates, a  few drops of 1 0 0 0  ppm sodium 
hexametiqjhosphate solution was added to the extract, after sodium concettratlon 
had been m easured.
Electrical conductivity of the saturation extract was determined by the 
conductivity brh%e Model RC 1 ^ .  using dh>*and-fill type conductivity c e ll.
The cooductivtty of irrigation water awl saturation extract was expressed 
in millimhos/cm a t 25® C.
Soluble cartons and anions were determined by the following methods 
described tn Handbook #60.
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Calcium and Magnesium Method No. 7
Sodium Method No. 10a
Carbonate and Bicarbonate Method No. 12
Chloride Method No. 13
Sulphate Method No. 14
MBTHODS USED FOR DETERMINATION OF SODIUM
The detenninatlQQ d  sodium in saline and sodic media involves the 
measurement of the concentratian of soluble sodium ions in the saturation 
extract, and the exchangeable sodium percent (ESP). The determination of 
eohible eodlum leads to calculetian of the sodium adsorptiQa rs tio  (SAR). For 
the purpose of calculating die BSP die cation exchange capacity (CBC) of the sou 
was determined. The following methods were used for the various determinations.
A. Determination of Sodium in the Satmration Extract
A 10 m l aliquot of the extract was pipetted into a SO ml beaker and 10 ml 
of 2N magnesium acetate was added to die extract and mixed dioroug^y. A 
Beckman Ho. 39278 sodium ion electrode In combination widi a  saturated KCl 
calomel r^d ren ce  electrode was inserted in the solution. Readings in millivolts 
were noted on the scale previously calltrnted to standard Ha QAc solution. A
3
Beckman Model 76 Meter, provided with an expanded scale woe ueed for 
EMP measurement. The sodium concentration of the saturation extracts and 
irrigation waters was found fay comparison with the calihration curve.
B. Determination of Exchangeable Sodium in the Soil
About S gm of soil of known moli^hire content was placed in a  100 m l 
polyediylene centrifuge tube and 33 m l IH magnesium acetate solution was added 
to the soil and shaken in a  recqxrocadag shaker for 10 m inutes. The suspension
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Thanks a re  due to D r. Yokoyama and D r. Wtnnik of the Pacific Biomedical 
Research Center and Department of Bkxhemistry of the Univereity of Hawaii, 
respectively, for a llo w l^  die author to use their laboratory facUttiee.
was centrifuged fox 5 minutes in the International Centrifuge Universal Model UV, 
operating at a ^>eed ol 1500 rm p 's . The clear supernatant liquid was carefully 
decamed into a  100 ml volumetric flask* This procedure was rqieated 3 tim es to 
ensure complete removal of exchapgeable and soluble ions.
The contents of die flask was made iq> to volume and the sodium concentra> 
tloa in the IK MgOAc extract was measured by employing the sodium electrode.
The amount of sodium was expressed in miUiequivalents of Na extracted 
per 100 gm of oven dried soil. The arnoum of soiuMe sodium in the saturation 
extract was subtracted from that in die MgOAc extract to obtain die exchangeable 
sodium in me/ 1 0 0  gm of soil.
C . Determinatlco, of Cation Exchange Capacity
About 5 gm of soil of known molsdnre content were placed In a  100 ml 
polyadiylene centrifuge tube. The soil was suspended in 33 ml of IK KaOAc 
solutioa of 8 .2  and shaken in a rechirocating ^baker for 10 m inutes. The 
contents were centrifuged until the supernatant liquid was c lear. This took 
about 5 minutes. The supernatant liquid was discarded. The sample was treated 
in dlls manner for a  total of 4 tim es, discarding die supernatant liquid each 
tim e.
The sodium satur ated soil was again suspended in a 33 m l poortlon of 95% 
ethanol and agitated for 10 minutes in the reciprocating shaker. The suspeneioi 
was centrifuged and the c lear sipemataiX liquid discarded. The sample was 
watfied in this manner for a total of 5 tim es. The adsorbed endium was replaced
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wtth three 33 ml poortlans of IN MgOAc eolutioa, and c<dlected in a  100 ml 
volumetric flaek: and made up to volume. Sodium coocentraCioa was determined 
with the electrode in the manner descxlbed ea rlie r. The sodium ccmcentratlon 
eaqaressed in milUequtvalents per 1 0 0  gm of oven dry soil was recorded as 
ca tkn  exchange ciqiaclty.
For purposes of comparison, another set of 16 samples was analyzed 
for CBC according to method No. 19 U .S.D .A . Handbook # 60. A set of 7 samples 
was run for CBC by the standard NH^OAc method.^
D. Preparation of the Standard Curve
The sodium electrode was preconditioned in O.IN sodium chloride solution 
for one hour before u se . A satur ated potassium chloride calomel electrode with 
fiber Junction was used in the circuit.
Sodium chloride solutions of O.IM, O.OIN, O.OOIN and O.OOOIN were 
prqiMured in IK MgOAc. Another set using NaOAc instead of NaCl was prepared, 
A straight line was obtained with a  slope of 59-61 millivolt per tenfold difference 
in concentration. Since the scale is  cifxable of accammodatipg 140 mv, only 3 
orders of magnitude of cOTcentration difference were measuralde (Figure 6 ).
The concentration of sodium fax edxanol was measured with the same 
electrode arrangem ott. The sm sitivity of these ciaianic electrodes have been 
diown to be solvent inchpendent. (Rechnitz and Zamochmick, 1964).
28
^Samples analyzed fay Annie Chang.
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M ILL IV O LTS
FIGURE 6 . RBJLATtOli BETWEEN SOI^UM CONCENTRATION AND 
KULUVOLT RBADINO FOR TWO SALTS IN WATER AND 95%
ETHANOL.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The saturatioii percentage of the 16 samples a re  shown in Table 1.
The values range fzt»n 6 6  to 127 percent. The measurement is rapid, 
fairly reproduceabie and td ls  the analyst something about the so il.
It is Indicative of the texture of the so il. Low values Indicate a 
comparatively coarse textured so il. In temperate zones, soils a re  generally 
lower in clay content and hence, as a  rule, the saturation percratage is around 
30 for coarse. 60 for medium, and 80 for fh^-grained so ils. In this study 
the lowest saturation percentage (6 6 %) was obtained from field 260, a recently 
reclaimed parcel of land where much of the soil is composed of corals and 
mixed with soil brought from other sources, and incorporated widi bagasse.
M easu rem ^ s  by several workers have shown that over a  wide textural 
range die saturation percentage is approximately equal to 4 times the 15- 
atmospheres percentage, and is about twice the field capacity. Soluble salt 
concentration in die saturation extract therefore, tends to be about one-half 
of the coacentratitm at the upper end of the field moisture range, and abcnit 
one-fourth the concentration of the permanent wiltiiig percentage. In the 
same way, the osmotic p ressure of die saturation extract is about (me-half 
diat of the soil solution extract near field capacity and is about (me-fourth that 
of die permanent wilting percentage.
In h e  case of fine-textured and high organic mattor soils, the ratio 
is sm aller (Campbell and Richards 1950).
For field 242 (22-30") the ratios of saturation percentage to the 
moisture equivaloit and to the 15 bar were 1.79 and 2.62 respectively. 
Similarly, the above mentioned ratios were 1 .54 and 2.73 for field A -l 
(0-8"). For Lualualei se ries the ratio of SP/PWP was found to be 3 .03.
The ratios between moisture equivalent and 15 bar for fields 242 and 
A -l, for the above mentioned depths were fouiui to be 1.48 and 1.78.
Ahmed (1965) reported on a value for m e/15 bar of 1.47 and 1.46 
for the Molokai and Lualualei se rie s . The values for the magnesium saturated 
Molokai and Lualualei were 1.36 and 1.46 respectively. Raymundo (1965) 
r ^ r t e d  ratios ranging between 1.41 and 1.46 fbr three profiles of Lualualei 
se ries from Lualualei Valley. Thome (1950) reported average values of 1.53, 
1.43 and 1.41 for the Molokai, Lahaina and Wahiawa families respectively.
Shaw and Swezey (1937) reported a ratio of 1.14 for the coastal plain 
soils of Wallua, Oahu.
It seems that for the Hawaiian soils which are  high in clay content the 
ratios of SP/MB and m e/15 bar a re  always lower than temperate region so ils. 
Latosols a re  able to hold more water a t field capacity and permanent wilting 
percentage and hence, die affective salt concentration a t these two levels of 
moisture is always lower. For sils  of most tropical regions and especially 
the ones under study, the equivalent salt concentrations a t field capacity and
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permanffiit wilting percentage a re  higher than the SP by a factor of 1.6 and
2.8  - 3 .0  respectiwily for water contents at field capacity, and wilting 
percentage and not 2 .0  and 4 .0  reported for temperate region soils.
An extract of a sample at field capacity wcxild aj^iear to be more 
meaningful, but the difficulties in obtaining a sufficient volume of extract 
a t this moiature level hinders this practice. Salt dilution during preparation 
of the saturation paste changes die true equilibrium concentration of the system, 
and results a re  not well correlated to actual field conditions.
The salt concentration of the saturation extract depends uqion die total 
salt present in a given amount of soil. In the case of sandy soils the moisture 
content at SP is always higher relative to its field moisture rtnge dian that 
of other soils: hen<^, the ccmductivity measurement of the extract gives a lower 
value of salinity (Wilcox 1951).
A sandy and clayey soil may have the same percentage of soluble salt 
expressed oa a dry weight basis, but the Mlt ccHicentration of die soil 
solution when near die wilting percentage may be 1 0  tim es higher for the send 
than for the clay soil.
The high saturation percentages noted in the sample coincide with the high 
clay and montmoriUonitic nature of the Dark Magnesium clays and Gray 
Hydromorphic soils.
pH MEASUREMENT OF THE SATURATION PASTE AND EXTRACT
The soil resctlim of die paste ranged from 7.10 to 7.95 end from 8.00
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to 8.60 In the m turation emixact. (Table I).
The measured pH depends iq>on various factors such as dia influence 
of total salt, effects due to individual cations and anions, presence and absence 
of carbonates end bicarbcmates, presence or absence of gj^sum and relation 
of the soil pH to the so-called iao-hydric pH. The aoU characteristics known 
to influence pH readings include the type and amount of soil colloids and 
proportion of different sized particles (McGeorge 1944).
The pH range in the saturaticm paste and the extract indicates that 
the soils were not h i ^  in exchangeable sodium. Also, these values predict the 
absence of any significant amount of alkaline earth carbonates (Fireman and 
Wadleigh 1951).
BLBCTRICAL CONDUCnvrTY AND SALT CONTENTS
One bests for the classification of salt-tffected soil is its electrical 
conductivity. Tim valuee for 16 samples e re  shown in Table I. Soils with an 
electrical conductivity value above 4 mmhoa/cm are  known as saline soils.
Such soils invariaUy have a pH lower than 8.5. The highest soluble salt cc»itents 
were found in field 242. For this field all depths below 2 inches have excessive 
amounts of salt. In general, however, the salt contents of the test soils were 
not patticulsrly high, and only 25 percent of the samples can be considered 
saline.
As mentioned before, 3.5 inches of rain was recorded just prior to
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TABLE 1. SAUNITY STATUS OF THE SOILS
Field
No. 0 ^ ^ SP P H _
Saturation Extracts
x lG ?
pH
Cations m e/1
_ Qi _ _ M g _ _ Na
242 0 -  2 ” 78 7.95 1.58 8.5 3.24 6.91 0 . 6 8
2 - 1 0 " 85 7.80 4.40 8 . 1 9.28 19.22 1.38
1 0 -2 0 " 1 0 0 7.85 4.74 8.3 9.28 22.03 1.64
22-30" 8 6 7.85 7.48 8.4 12.31 38.88 2.90
237 0-10"FR 93 7.60 1.95 8 . 6 6.04 12.96 0.36
0 -  6 " 1 0 0 7.70 1.40 8.5 3.34 8 . 1 0 0.40
6 - 1 2 " 1 1 1 7.80 2.16 8.3 3.45 10.15 0.76
1 2 -2 0 " 127 7.90 3.29 8.5 2.80 1 2 . 0 0 1.64
11-5 0-10" FR 69 7.65 1 . 0 2 8 .5 3.56 7.45 0 . 2 0
0 - 8 " 70 7.60 0.49 8.4 2.80 2.91 0 . 2 0
8-16" 78 7.35 0.50 8.4 2.37 3.99 0 . 2 0
A-1 0-8"FR 79 7.50 2 . 2 1 8 .5 5.29 1 1 . 8 8 0.38
0 -8 " 85 7.55 2 . 2 2 8 . 0 5.72 11.77 0.46
8 -2 0 " 77 7.60 2 . 0 1 8.3 5.40 10.04 0.48
260 0-10"FR 6 6 7.30 4.44 8 . 2 27.54 34.23 0.44
0 - 1 2 " 72 7.10 3.76 8.3 21.70 25.27 0.40
SP * Saturatioa Percentage
EGe X ~ Electrical condiKitivity of the
Samratioo extract in mmho/cm a t 25^0.
sampling and this may have ccmtributad to the low EC values.
From well proven emplricel relationships tibe salt content of the soil 
can be calculeted from the EC date. Similerly, the osmotic pressure of die 
solution cen be calculated. R e c a ll  that the osmotic pressure of die soil 
solution at held capacity and the wilting point is twice and 4 tim es that of the 
saturation extract. These a re  presented in TeHe II.
Hayward and ^ u r r  (1944), Wadleigh and Ayers (1945) have shown diat 
osmotic pressure of soil solutions is  closely related to the rate of water uptake 
and growth of die plants in saline soils. The extent to wdiich these values will 
affect sugarcane growth will be discussed later.
SOLUBLE CATIONS
Cations most commonly present in saline end sodic soils a re  Ca, Mg, Na, 
and K. Cations such as Si, A1 and Fe have not been reported in many temperate 
zone soils except from a few places such as Arizona (McGeorge 1941) where high 
soil pH dissolves some of the sesquioxides. Since K is seldom found in saline 
end sodic soils, it is determined when the sum of die cations is considerably 
lower tiien the milliequivelent per lite r estimated from the electrical conductivity 
measurement.
Table I shows that in a ll^ tu ra ticx i extracts the dominant cations were 
Ca, and Mg., It ie Interesting to note that the concentration of magnaeium is 
always higher than calcium and sodium combined.
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TABLE n : THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCHVITIES OF SATURATION 
EXTRACT, CALCULATED EQUIVALBNT OSMOTIC PRESSURE 
AND % SALT IN THE SOIL
Field %Salt O OP (atm)
No. Dq[>th SP Calc.* BCxlO’* Calc.**
242 0 -2 ” 78 0.07 1.58 0.57
2 - 1 0 " 85 0.24 4.40 1.58
1 0 -2 0 " 1 0 0 0.30 4.74 1.70
22-30" 8 6 0.41 7.48 2.70
237 0-10"**FR 93 0 . 1 1 1.95 0.70
0 -6 " 1 0 0 0.09 1.40 0.50
6 - 1 2 " 1 1 1 0.15 2.16 0.77
1 2 -2 0 " 127 0.26 3.29 1.18
11-5 0-10"FR 69 0.04 1 . 0 2 0.36
0 - 8 " 70 0 . 0 2 0.49 0.17
8-16" 78 0 . 0 2 0.50 0.18
A-1 0-8"FR 79 0 . 1 1 2 . 2 1 0.79
0 -8 " 85 0 . 1 2 2 . 2 2 0.79
8 -2 0 " 77 0.09 2 . 0 1 0.79
260 0-10"FR 6 6 0.18 4.44 1.60
0 - 1 2 " 72 0.17 3.76 1.35
SP
*% Salt in Soil » 0 .(^4  x EC x 10 x
3
** OP •  Osmotic presMire > 0.36 z  EC x 10
Electrical conductivity of the saturation extract 
-H- FR “ Furrow Ridge
^Sim iUr results were obtained in the analysis of the drsinsge waters.
The concentration of Mg Ions in the irrigation water has been reported to be 
coisistently higher than Cs and Na (Ewart, personal communication). Similar 
results have been cited by workers on magnesium solonetz elsewhere. Anodier 
diing vhich Is common in areas vhere magnesium salinity is reported is that 
diese areas were a t some time covered by sea water.
In die case of the Kekaha area vhere soils developed from the parent 
material high hi magnesium, and furdier reclaimed and irrigated with high 
magnesium waters, the magnesium content is most likely related to bodi fsctors. 
Higher solubility of gypsum in water ccmtaining sodium chloride than in pure water, 
probeUy accounts for the lower calcium ctaitent.
Page and Williams (1926) and Hissink (1932) found diat soils known to have 
been aubmexged in sea water conuined substantially greater p rc^ rtio n a  of 
exchangeable magnesium. This finding was furdier si^poited by the experiment 
conducted by Kelley and Liebig (1934) in which they leached both soil and 
bentonitic clay with oceanic water and found sim ilar results. The sea water cm 
an average cootains approximately 1 equivalent of magnesium to 4.3 equivalents 
of sodium; and furdier die higher replachig power of magnesium may cause 
a situation indicated by the analysis (TaMe I).
Another explaneticm vbidi ia less generally s e e d e d  was put forward by 
Reitmeier (1946). He studied the Regan loam, and concluded that tha calcium 
ion brought htto solution by diluti<m, effects the equilibrium in fhvor of its
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concentratioa, and hoice, strike out Mg, Na and K from the exchange ccnnplex.
SOLUBLE ANIONS
The composition and the concentratimi of the soluble anions is  given in 
Table HI. It is evident from the data that the bulk of anions consists of 
chloride, and to a  lesser extent, the bicarbonates, th e  concentration of 
bicarixmates is higher than chlorides in only one sample. The sulphate anion 
is present only Intraces excq;>t in field 242. The high concentratitm of calcium 
sulphate In field 260 was menti(med ea rlie r . Low solubility of gypsum in 
water accounts for low sulphate concentratltm in other fields.
The saturation extract of field 242 and 260 have considerable amounts 
of dissolved sa lts . The solubility of gypsum in these media is more than in 
pure water
Hoagland e t al (1920) onphasized the limitation of estimating die salt 
coQcentratians in the soil-water jriiase. They argued that the soil solution is 
a different medium, and its composition changes with tim e. Such "solvent” 
would easily dissolve appreciable amounts of gypsum which is recorded in the 
present analysis. Ckinversely, the amount of carbonate is pracdcally absent 
in the same sam ples.
Similar anionic composition was reported by Kelley (1934b) frtmi the 
soils of western San Joaquin Valley where SO4  and Cl were abundant and CO^ 
was low.
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TABLE m : THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THE ANION 
COMPOSITION OF THE SATURATION EXTRACT
40
Saturatioa Extract 
Anion m e/I
Field
No. Depth EGxlO^* C%+ HCO^ Cl SO4
242 0-2" 1.58 6 . 1 0 7.50 1.99
2 - 1 0 " 4.40 4.69 45.00 Trace
1 0 -2 2 " 4.47 3.67 47.50 Trace
22-30" 7.48 2.44 77.50 2.99
237 FR 0-10" 1.95 5.71 16.20 Trace
0 -6 " 1.40 5.50 12.50 Trace
6 - 1 2 " 2.16 4.08 2 1 . 2 0 Trace
1 2 -2 0 " 3.29 3.87 28.70 Trace
11-5 FR 0-10" 1 . 0 2 6 . 1 2 5.00 Trace
0 -8 " 0.49 4.48 5.00 Trace
8-16" 0.50 4.89 8.70 Trace
A-1 FR 0-8" 
0 - 8"  
8 - 20"
2.21
2.22
2.01
3.87
4.08
3.46
17.50
21.20
20.00
Trace
Trace
Trace
260 FR 0-10" 
0 - 12"
4.44
3.76
2.65
3.46
16.25
18.75
38.99
26.99
* ConductlYity values a re  givm for cmnpariaon.
In the area surrounding the Great Salt Lake, Utah, Cl* and SO^'were 
especially highly conceittrated. Many of the soils of Imperial Valley were high 
in Cl* and SO^ as compared to CO^ . This is particularly true artHmd the 
Salton Sea.
In Russia. Kovda (1939) idiowed that in the northeastern regions around 
the Caspian Sea, C l was predcHxilnant.
Since the Kekahs area too was inundated by sea water, the presence of 
large amounts of C l, and to a lesser extent, sulphate is in agrmment with 
results obtained from areas of sim ilar geologic history.
SODIUM STATUS OF THE SOILS
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The details of the sodium status of the soils studied a re  shown in TsMe IV. 
A glance over the result shows that while the soils have high cation exchange 
capacity ranging £r(»n 36 to 61 me/100 gm. the exchangeable sodium percentage 
is radier low. The sodium adsorption ration vhich is directly related to 
exchangeable soditun percentage is also low.
The large amounts of Ca and Mg counteract the detrimemal effect of 
sodium in tiie soil system. It aiH>esrs that the concentration of the calcium and 
magnesium is highoi^ the carbonates and bicarbonates togedier, and hence, 
diere is no danger of residual sodium carbonate to impair the physical 
condititm of the soil.
TABLE IV: SCX>IUM STATUS OF THE SCXL
Field Sodium m^lOO gm • Residual
No. Depth Total Sol Bxch. CBC BSP SAR4+
242 0 -2 " 0 . 2 0 0.05 0.15 43.40 0.35 0.30
z
NU
2 0 - 1 0 " 0.28 0 . 1 2 0.16 41.00 0.39 0.36 NU
1 0 -2 2 " 0.35 0.16 0.19 43.80 0.43 0.41 NU
22-30" 0.38 0.25 0.13 36.80 0.35 0.57 NU
237 FR 0 - 1 0 " 0 . 1 1 0.03 0.07 53.10 0.14 0 . 1 1 NU
0 -6 " 0.15 0.04 0 . 1 1 50.20 0.23 0.16 NU
6 - 1 2 " 0.31 0.08 0 . 2 2 49.70 0.46 0.29 NU
1 2 - 2 0 " 0.47 0 . 2 1 0.26 52.70 0.50 0.60 NU
11-5 FR 0 - 1 0 " 0.04 0 . 0 1 0.03 43.40 0.07 0.06 NU
0 -8 " 0.30 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 39.90 0.03 0.08 NU
8-16" 0.30 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 42.70 0.03 0.08 NU
A-1 FR 0 -8 " 0 . 1 0 0.03 0.07 61.00 0 . 1 2 0.13 NU
0 -8 " 0.15 0.04 0 . 1 1 55.80 0 . 2 0 0.15 NU
8 -2 0 " 0.13 0.03 0.09 56.40 0.17 0.17 NU
260 PR 0 - 1 0 " 0.06 0.03 0.03 33.30 0 . 1 0 0.08 NU
0 - 1 2 " 0.06 0.03 0.03 36.70 0.08 0.08 NU
-H- Sodium Adsorptioa Ratio
K>
EXCHANGEABLE AND SOLUBLE CATIONS
The values for exchangeable megnesium, calcium and sodium fur a set 
of 8  samples a re  given in T tble V. These values represent the difference 
between d ieir meesured value in the ammonium acetate extract and die 
saturation extract. Tha values for the exchangeaUe sodium obcauied by this 
procedure are  considerably higher than that determined by replacing total 
sodium with magnesium acetate at pH of 8.2.
For the purpose of comparison the cation exchange capacity determined 
by the standard ammoiium acetate mediod a re  given in TaUe IV.
The exchangeaUe calcium ranges from about 11 to 40 m e /100 gm and 
exchangeable magnesium between 13 and 38 m e/100 gm of soil.
In general, the sum of the exchangesMe cations far exceed the catlcm 
exchange capacity. The largest discrepancies a re  noted in field 242. It was this 
plot dist had the highest salt content. The hig^ value for exchangeaUe bases in 
excess of the cation exchange capacity may be interprtted as follows:
The soil mig^t have salts v4iich a re  ccmsideraidy more soiuUe in IN 
ammcmium acetate pH of 7 .0  than in water. Bower^M a]^(1952) reported that the 
solubility of calcium carbonata is about 17 m e/1, dolomite, 9 .4  m e/1 and 
magnesite, 1.44 m e/1 in neutral ammonium a c ^ t e .  Hence, the use of 
ammonium acetate gives erroneously higher concentration of these ions.
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TABLE V. EXCHANGEABLE AND SOLUBLE CATION*S OP 
SOME SELECTED SCXLS
Field No. 
and Depth
me/ 1 0 0  gm. 
CEC
Calcium me/100 sm . 
Total Soluble Each.
Magnesium me/100 mn 
Total Soluble
u
Each.
Sodium me/100 gm . 
Total SoluMe Bach.
242
0 - 2 " 
1 0  - 2 2 "
33.35
37.83
37.52
41.15
0.25
0.92
37.27
40.23
25.00
33.00
0.54
2 . 2 0
24.46
30.80
2.29
4.81
0.05
0.16
2.24
4.65
237 
0 - 6 " 
1 2  - 2 0 ”
45.66
46.92
20.99
11.32
0.33
0.35
2 0 . 6 6
10.97
31.94
40.34
0.81
1.52
31.13
38.82
2.07
7.17
0.04
0 . 2 1
2.03
6.96
11-5
0 - 8 " 35.80 28.33 0.19 28.14 19.12 0 . 2 0 18.92 0.27 0 . 0 1 0.26
A - l
PR 0 - 8 " 48.13 28.65 0.41 28.24 32.57 0.93 31.64 1.85 0.03 1.82
260
0  -  1 2 " 29.80 25.31 1.56 23.75 15.65 1.81 13.84 1.04 0.03 1 . 0 1
* The CEC and the total cationic ani(Mint was determined by Annie Qiang.
CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY
Cfttion exchange capacities of the soil samples wexe determined by 
using sodium as die exchange ion. Sodium in turn was measured with die sodium 
electrode and flame photometer.
Catiim exchange capacity was also determined on 8  samples by the 
standard ammcmlum acetate method.
Table VI gives the cation exchange capacity of all 16 samples as 
dkttermined by the electrode and flame {hot(»neter method. The difference in 
values of die two methods is not too large and ia well within die e rro rs  
encountered in CBC determination. It appears dist d»e electrode method 
consistendy gives lower values. However there exists a significant correlation 
between the two methods as shown in Figure 7.
This may be due to the interference of the magnesium ion in flame analysis, 
giving the sodium reading a high^i^ value. T te  diectrode, on the other hand, 
ia quite insensitive to magnesium i<ms.
Table vie gives data idiowing comparison of the cstlon exchange capacity 
values as measured by the electrode and standard ammonium acetate method.
The average difference between methods is  almost 7 m e /100 gm and is too large 
to be neglected. The correUtion ia ^ow n in Figure S.
The most c^ lo u s  explanation for these large dlacrepensies would seem 
to be die one attributable to incomplete washing of the sodium salt. Al&ough a 
small reduction in cation exchange values was noted, the wadiing factor was
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TABLE VI: CX)MPAR1S0N OP CEC VALUES AS MEASURED BY THE 
ELECTRODE AND FLAME PHOTOMETER METHOD
Field
No. Depth
Cation Exchange Capacity
Flame Phot. Na Electrode Dii^erence
242 0 -2 ' 41.70 43.40 -1.7
2 - 1 0 ” 42.20 41.00 1 . 2
1 0 - 2 2 " 45.20 43.80 1.4
22-30" 36.50 36.80 -0.3
237 0-10" FR 55.30 53.10 2 . 1
0 -6 " 52.20 50.20 2 . 0
6 - 1 2 " 51.60 49.70 1.9
1 2 -2 0 " 53.80 52.70 1 . 1
11-5 0-10" FR 41.70 43.40 -1.7
0 -8 " 42.10 39.90 2 . 2
8-16" 41.00 42.70 -1.7
A-1 0-8" FR 63.30 61.00 2.3
0 -8 " 57.30 55.80 1.5
8 -2 0 " 56.40 56.40 0 . 0
260 O-IO" FR 35.00 33.30 1.7
0 - 1 2 " 37.50 36.70 0 . 8
o
o
olAj
o
C E C  me./IOOgm. 
( E L E C T R O D E )
FIGURE 7 . CCmRELATiCW OF CATIC»4 ESCOIAJWE CAPACITIBS DETERMINED BY MEASURING 
DISPLACED SOEfUM BY A GLASS ELECTRODE AND FLAME PHOT(»viBTER. 45
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TABLE Via: COMPARSON OF CEC VALUES AS DETERMINED BY
THE ELECTRODE AND STANDARD NH^QA METHODS
4
Field No. Depth
CSC/100 gm. 
Na Electrode
CEC/lOOgm. 
NH^QAc Difference
242 0 -2 " 43.40 33.35 10.05
1 0 -2 2 " 43.80 37.83 5.97
237 0 -6 " 50.20 45.66 4.54
1 2 -2 0 " 52.70 46.92 5.78
11-5 0 -8 " 39.90 35.80 4.10
A -l 0-8" FR 61.00 48.13 12.87
260 0 - 1 2 " 36.70 29.80 6.90
* Data analyzed by Annie Chang
o
o
o
UJo
C E O  me./ lOOgm.  
( E L E C T R O D E )
FIGURE 8 . CORRELATION OF CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITIES DETERMINED BY A 
SODIUM GLASS ELECTRODE AND STANDARD NH4OAC.
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shown not to be die cause for die high values. Table Vn gives CBC value after 
7 alcc^ol washings for the electrode and flame m ^ o d .
The higher CBC values in the sodium mediod can be predicted frcun the 
pH's of the saturatipg solutifm. The ammonium acetate mediod employs a pH 
of 7 .0  whereas the sodium method uses a pH of 8 .2 . As would be expected, 
sodium saturation at pH 8.2 gave higher values. A pH of 8.2 was selected for 
two reasons. F irst, since the sodium electrode is sensitive to hydrogen ions 
below pH 7 .0  8  value greater than 7 .0  was thought more ressonable; and 
second, since most saline ami sodic soils tend to have pH'a near 8.0, the 
higher value was considered more realistic than die commonly uaed 7 .0 .
The higher CEC values measured by the sodium mediod appear to be 
more reasonable for these soils and probably for most saline and aodic soils.
An additional advantage of die electrode mediod vhich m erits consideration 
is its simplicity from an analytical and instrumental stan<^int.
In view of this, the author utilized IN sodium acetate solution buffered at 
pH 8.2. The process was closely studied during n tu ration  with the sodium ion, 
and during successive removal of excess sodium by ethanol washings.
ft was found that widi the soils under study, at least 4 sodium acetate 
extractions a re  necessary for complete saturation of the exchange complex. The 
electrical conductivities of the filtrate were noted after each extraction. The 
results a re  shown in Table Vill. For all samples the electrical conductivity of 
the fourdi extract was more or less the same, ranging between 18.6 to 19.4
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TABLE VU: COMPARISON OF THE CBC VALUES OF THE SCttLS 
WASHED SEVEN tlMBS
Field CEC me/100 gm . CBC me/100 gm . Difference
No. Depth FUme Electrode CBC
242 2 - 1 0 " 39.90 40.00 -0 . 1 0
1 0 - 2 2 " 42.90 41.70 1 . 2 0
237 0 -6 " 47.70 47.20 0.50
6 - 1 2 " 49.20 48.70 0.50
11-5 0 -8 " 42.00 39.70 2.30
A-1 8 -2 0 " 53.60 56.00 2.40
260 0 - 1 0 " PR 35.00 32.30 2.70
0 - 1 2 " 35.00 35.00 0 . 0 0
J
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TABLE Vm: THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF THE SUCCESSIVE 
IN NaOAc (pH 8 .2) EXTRACTIONS
Electrical Conducltlvy mmhoa/cm.
Field
No. Depth
le t .
Ext.
2 nd.
Ext.
3rd .
Ext.
4th.
Ext.
242 0 -2 " 36.02 30.20 20.50 19.40
22-30" 37.36 31.52 24.60 19.03
237 0-10"FR 36.02 30.56 24.01 19.03
1 2 -2 0 " 37.36 29.67 24.01 19.03
11-5 0-l0"FR 34.78 26.54 20.17 19.03
8-16" 34.08 31.52 24.01 19.03
A-1 0-8" FR 36.28 29.67 24.01 18.60
0 -8 " 38.80 28.82 24.01 19.40
minhos/cm. The average for the 8  samples was 19.06 mmhos/cm. This 
consistency shows that all soils have reached a certain degree of saturation. 
Bower jtta l^ (1952) also sug^sted  4 extractions.
An increase in pH was noted with each washing with sodium acetate 
(Table IX). Lowering of the hydrogen Icm ccncentxation shows the effectiveness 
of the saturating process. Since sodium has a weak replacing power and H ' 
is strongly adsorbed, a study of the decrease in hydrpgm ion concentration as 
a hinction of successive extraction with sodiunn acetate, provides a good 
measure of the effectiveness of the saturating solution. The hydrogen i<xi
-9 - 8concentration ranged from 4.46 x 10 to 10 x 10 m ols/l in the firM extraction. 
However, in the fourth extraction die concentratlcm was greatly reduced and 
ranged from 0.63 x 10'^ to 1.99 x 10"^ m ols/l (Figure 9). The average for 
8  samples was 1.66 x 10*^ m ols/l. Fr<»n this data it was ctmcluded diat 4 
sodium acetate extractitms provided satisfactory saturation. The rcdatlondiip 
of H-« to EC X 10^ is dbown In Figure 10. Since faydrc :^<m ions have higb mobility, 
the specific electrical conductance is higher a t low pH's.
To study the efficiency of washing, the sodium concentratlcm in the 
extract, was measured after each washing. The results a re  d^own in Table X. 
Washing was continued until the difference in scxiium concentration was sm all. 
The result for 8  samples is shown in TaMe XI.
The sodium concentratlcm in me/1 was plotted against the number of 
washings and it was seen that a maximum of 6  w akings takes out almost 99.4
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TABLE DC: TOE pH VALUES OF TOE SUCCBSSIVB EXTRACTIONS OF 
TOE SOIL WITH IN NaQAc (pH 8 .2)
Field
No. Depth
pH Values
U t.
Ext.
2 nd.
Ext.
3zd.
Ext.
4th.
Ext.
242 0 -2 " 8.30 8.60 8.90 9.10
22-30" 8.35 8.75 9.10 9.20
237 0-10" FR 8 . 1 0 8.35 8.55 8,70
1 2 -2 0 " 8 . 2 0 8.40 8.60 8.70
11-5 0-10" FR 8.05 8.45 8.70 8.85
8-16" 8 . 0 0 8.30 8.50 8.70
A -l 0-8" FR 8 . 0 0 8.35 8.55 8.70
0 -8 " 8.05 8.35 8.55 8.70
cnzo
HO<cc
I -
XUJ
<
o
9.40
9 . 2 0
9 . 0  0
8  8 0
8  6 0
8 . 4  0
8.20
8.00
2 4 2 ,  2 2  - 3 0 "  
2 4 2 .  0 - 2 "
11-5. 0 - 1 0 "  
2 3 7 ,  1 2 - 2 0 "
2 3 7 ,  0 - 1 0 "
F.R. 0 - 8 "  
0 - 8 "  
8 - 1 6 "
2 3 4  5
NO. O F  E X T R A C T I O N S  ( IN .  N a O A c )
FIGURE 9 . EQUILmiUM pH OF SOE. EXTRACT AFTER SUCCESSIVE EXTRACTION WITH
IN Na OAc SOLUTI(»I.
o»cn
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35.0
30.0
242 . 2 2 -3 0 "
242. 0 -2 "
237. 12-20"
A-l. 0 -8 "
237. 0-10"
A-l, 0 -8 "
- Q - 11-5, F.R.
11-5. 8-16"
1.5 2.0 2 5
/h^  mols/l
30 4 0
nOURE 10. DEPENDBNC3B OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY ON THE 
SQUARE ROOT OF THE HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION OF 
SUCCESSIVE NaOAc EXTRACTS.
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TABLE X: IHB CONCBNTRAHON OP THE N«+ IN THE SUCCBSSIVB
ETHANOL WASHINGS
Nar me/1
Field l e t . 2 nd. 3zd. 4th. 5th.
No. Depth Waeh. Wash. Wash. Wash. Wash.
242 0 -2 " 1 0 0 . 0 0 15.00 7.50 2.95 1 . 1 0
2 - 1 0 " 85.00 16.10 7.90 3.00 1.70
1 0 - 2 2 " 84.50 16.10 8 . 0 0 3.15 2.30
22-30" 67.00 15.00 7.50 2.85 1 . 2 0
237 0-10" FR 85.00 2 0 . 0 0 7.50 2.70 1 . 2 0
0 -6 " 87.10 16.80 8 . 0 0 3.00 2 . 2 0
6 - 1 2 " 85.00 17.10 8 . 1 0 3.60 2.30
1 2 -2 0 " 80.00 18.60 9.70 3.40 1.65
11-5 0-10" FR 85.00 14.60 7.10 2.40 1 . 0 0
0 -8 " 8 8 . 1 0 16.00 8 . 2 0 2.70 1.50
8-16" 60.00 15.00 9.00 2.70 1.40
A-1 0-8" FR 67.00 16.40 7.30 2.40 1.15
0 -8 " 54.00 16.40 7.80 2.85 1.40
8 -2 0 " 80.00 16.60 7.70 3.20 2 . 1 0
260 0-10" FR 89.50 17.20 8 . 1 0 3.60 2 . 1 0
0 - 1 2 " 86.90 17.50 8 . 2 0 3.00 1.90
percent of the excess sa lt. The seventihi wadihig either removed the same 
amount of sodium oar, in stmie cases, removed sodium slightly in excess of the 
sixth wadiipg (Table XI).
When the sodium acetate treated soil was washed with successive poortions 
of ethanol, die exchangeable sodium tends to hydrolyze and pass into solution.
The value foor the ethanol extractlone are  ehown in Table Xa (Figure 11).
Since incomplete removal of sodium acetate resu lts in higher CBC values, 
vhereas hydrolysis of exchangeable sodium lowers the CBC values, poreclsion 
in CBC measuremeiR d^>ends up<m the number of washings, ft is  seen dist by 
the sevendi washing the concentration of hydrogen and sodium is very low.
Some of the soils were slightly dispersed at the seventh washing, hence 
it is suggested that six wsdiinge a re  more reasonable for die balancing of e rro rs  
caused 1^  hydrolysis and the presence of excess sa lts .
The amount of sodium prem nt in die firs t washing ranged £r<»n 80 to 89 
m e/1 (Tabfe XI). The second washing shows a  drop to about 17 m e/1 and the sodium 
concentr ation is reduced to die range of 0.5 to 1 . 1  me / 1  in die sevendi warti.
(Table XX) (Figure 12).
Previously ft was thought diat die absolute amount of sodium could not be 
measured in alcohol-water systems, but no significant difference was found In the 
trend of activity values in non-aqueous media and an expected difference of 
55 mUlivcdts was seen for each tenfold differooce in concentration. Similar 
values were repoorted by Rechnftz and Zamodimick (1964) vho concluded that die
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TABLE Xa: THE pH VALUES OF TOE SUCCBSSIVB ETHANOL WASHINGS 
OF THE Na SATURATED CLAY
Field
No. Depth
pH Value
1 s t .
Wash.
2 nd.
WaMi.
3zd.
Waah.
4th.
Waah.
5th.
Wash.
242 0 -2 " 9.20 9.25 9.35 9.35 9.40
22-30" 9.20 9.40 9.40 9.30 , 9.30
237 0-10" PR 8.95 9.10 9.25 9.30 9.30
1 2 -2 0 " 9.00 9.10 9.20 9.30 9.30
11-5 0-10" FR 9.00 9.10 9.20 9.20 9.20
8-16" 8.90 9.00 9.20 9.20 9.20
A -l 0-8" PR 9.00 9,05 9.20 9.30 9.25
0 -8 " 9.00 9.05 9.15 9.20 9.20
cnC5z
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cn<
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X
Q.
NO.  OF  W A S H I N G S
F K E m S i l .  INCREASE IN THE pH OF TOE SUCCESSIVE ALCC»K)L WASE
s
TABLE XI; THE CONCENTRATION OF Na+ IN THE SUCCESSIVE ETHANOL WASHINCS
N^^• Coocentration m e ./ i
Field
No. Depth
1s t .
Wash.
2 nd.
Wash.
3 rd .
Wash.
4tfa.
Wash.
5th.
Wash.
6 th .
Wash.
7th.
Wash.
242 2 - 1 0 ” 85.30 16.00 7.80 3.10 2 . 2 0 0.60 0.52
1 0 - 2 2 " 85.10 16.10 8 . 1 0 3.10 2.40 0.75 0.95
237 0 -6 ” 87.90 16.90 8 . 1 0 3.00 2.30 0.75 0.80
6 - 1 2 " 89.10 17.20 8 . 1 0 3.45 2.40 0.85 0.80
11-5 0 - 8 " 89.40 16.10 8.30 2.70 1.50 0.72 0.57
A -l 8 - 2 0 " 80.50 16.70 7.90 3.30 2 . 2 0 0.62 0.65
260 FRO-10" 89.00 16.90 8 . 1 0 3.50 2 . 1 0 0.82 1 . 1 1
0 - 1 2 " 8 6 . 0 0 17.50 8.15 3.10 1.95 0.90 1 . 1 0
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nOURB 12. REDUCTION OF SODIUM ION CONCENTRATION IN THE 
SUCCESSIVE WASHINGS WITH ALCOHOL.
reqxm se of the cation aenaitlve glass electrode is essentially solvent Independent, 
but depends only on the nature and concentration of the solute.
THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF DRAINAGB WATERS
The irrigation water as recorded In office files and uiqMblitiied reports 
from American Factors, Limited ccntains high amounts of dissolved sa lt. Waters 
with electrical conductivity values as high as Aod 18 millhnhos/cm flrom Nohlli 
Sump and Kawaiele pump respectively, a re  frequently used for both reclamation 
and irrigatian. As a  rule, water ccmtalniag more than 1250 ppm of C l Is rejected. 
These waters (diould be classified as very saline since the EC x  10^ exceeds die 
range of 2.25 to 5 .0 .
In term s of sodium hazard as measured by the sodium adsorption ratio  
(SAR), all die drainage waters studied were excellent. Since the reshbial sodium 
carbonate <RSC) was nil, there is no harm in using diese w aters. The prqiier use 
of these irrigation and drainage waters is of the utmoA importance in soil 
reclamation.
These waters have been used for reclamation of the land widi considerable 
success. The very fact tb ^  transmission ra tes of water dirough sodic soils 
depends markedly upon die electrolyte concentratian of the water, the use of 
saline water for reclamatitm was suggested by (Fireman and Bodman 1940, 
Fireman, 1944, and Christiansen 1947.
The drainage waters studied were invariably used for reclamation 
purposes. The concentratian of the soluble salts ranges betwemi 50 to over
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400 m e /l  (Table Xll). Further, an examination of die chemical coo^oeition 
reveals diat a  large percentage of the electrolyte ia chlorides and sulphates 
of calcium and magnesium. The effect of calcium and magnesium tm die physical 
pr<q;)ertie8  of the soil is  generally considered to be beneficial (Brooks and Bower 
1956). The ben^icial effect high electrolyte concmaxation for improving 
the permeoldUty of the soil involves the ’Valoicydilidion" princhile of Gqpon 
(1933). In die past. Baton and Sktdoff (1935), Matson and Wiklander (1940), Davis 
(1945) ami Rettemeir (1946) have emphasized the importance of such phenomena 
in exchauge reaction of saline so ils . More recently, Kriehamoorthy and 
Overstreet (1949), Erkleon (1952), Bolt (1955) and Bower (1959) have suggested 
that Gapon-^pe equations a re  of practical Importance when die system in 
question contained both monovalent and divalent cations.
The process of soil reclam atian with high salt water, once started, 
accelerates as a function of time, so long as no appreciable changes hi chemical 
compositian of the s(dl water take place.
Although calcium msgnesium e re  eseential nutrieiit elements, 
relative abundance of each is  of considerable importance when the efficiency of 
fertU izers used is  considered. High amounts of magnesium disturb the 
nutritional level and mtdiility of some minor elements,
Miidc (1962) rq iorted  values of 8 .2  ppm of nitrate in waters from  Ewa 
wells, but n itrates usually were not found In the saturation extract of the soil 
used in th ls  mudy.
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TABLE NO. XU: CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE ORAINAGB WATERS
Field OP * 56 Salt MiUiequivalent per liter
No. Calc. BGxlO Calc. pH Ca U s CC^+HCO, Cl so^ SAR-H-
242 5.40 15.20 0.97 8.4 12.42 78.30 11.60 3.06 137.50 9.99 1.71
260 14.78 41.10 2.63 8.5 2 2 . 6 8 310.39 37.00 7.34 346.20 59.90 3.00
A-1 1.77 4.93 0.31 8.4 3.78 17.17 0 . 6 8 3.67 30.00 14,99 0 . 2 0
Main
Canai 3.00 8.36 0.53 8 . 1 5.18 22.35 3.50 3.06 72.50 5.99 0.94
* Electrical ccmductivity of the water 
expressed as miUlmhos/centiineter a t 25^C.
++ Sodium Adsorption Ratio
The use of saline water for irrigatiaQ leads to an increase In the total 
water potential of die soil solutlaa. Osmotic pressures from 1.77 to 14.78 a t- 
mospberes were measured in the drainage w aters. The carbonates and bicarbonates 
were low and a  prolonged evapotranqptratian would not be oqiected to cause 
iqipreciahle preclpltathm of calcium and magnesium carbonates.
In field 260, the calculated osmotic pressure was about 2 .3  atmospheres 
a t field capacity. In field 242, salinity effects (leaf bum) were noticeable 
(Figure 13). It is  interesting to note that a t this high level of salinity cane 
variety H50-7209 Is producing high y id d s (Ewart 1965. personal communictfiop). 
Leverington (1960) using saline solutioiis of O.S, 1.5, 2.5, 3 .5  and 4.S atmospheres 
of osmotic s tre ss  on the Finder variety of sugarcane showed a  continuous decline 
in S te m  elmigatiaKi widi an increase in s tre ss . RdPinscm (1963) showed diat die 
average ra te  of stalk eloi^;atian was reduced by 28 percent «4ien soil m oisture 
tension was increased frcan 0.6 bar to 4 .0  bar. Further increase in tension 
reduced the average stalk elongation severely. In this experiment, die effect of 
salinity as a  contributory factor in total moisture s tress was not considered.
Recently, fiemEtetn d  al (1964) studytqg the d fec t of salinlfy on the 
differem: varieties of sugarcane found sim ilar re su lts . He found dmt die Hawaiian 
variety HSO-7209, vhich comprises 80 percent of die Kekaha production, was 
much m ore sensitive to salinity than the varieties NCo-293 and NCO-310. The 
effect of sa lin i^  was reflected in aU the indices of growdi. The xedaetloa in the 
stalk number was about 36-38 percem of the control at moderate salinity levels.
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FIGURE 13. VARIOUS DEGREES OF SALT-BURN; FRCM LEFT TO RIGHT, LEAVES COLLECTED
FROM FIELD 242, 237, A-1 AND A NORMAL FIELD.
5
The stalk weight was reduced by 40*58 percent. The adverse effect was more 
prominent in the l e i ^  at the stalk than the diam eter. At low salinity levels the 
yield reduction was about 14 percent of die control, and sim ilar to the other 
varieties bid at higjher salinity levels the H50*7209 was affected more severely 
A 6 8  percent yield reduction was observed when waters of 7 .5  mmhos/cm were 
used.
High salinity and high pH often resu lt In m icrooutrlent deficiency.
Although the e x ^  cause for the micronutrient imbalance, end the deficieiit 
element was not obvious. It ajqieared to be related to high {rfi and a  resultant iron 
deficiency. Figure 14 shows an example of diis problem.
Ftom the present s tu ^  it can be seen that the above mentioned levels of 
saUntty a re  higher dian those generally found in the Kdkaha a rea . Robinson (1960) 
has diown that many varieties in Hawaii a re  tolerant to high soil m tdsture s tre s s . 
An overall need for good drainage and good management is  by fa r the most 
fanportant consideration in die use of high salt water for Irrigation.
IMPUCATIONS OF THE RESULTS
The resu lts of diis work in a  sense m erely confirm the high magnesium 
and low sodium content of Hawaiian sa lii^  soils reported by earlie r investigators.
In die past, however, the relatively poor physical condition of high 
magnesium soils were attributed to th is ion, but this belief should be reconsidered 
in the light of the known mechanical and mineralogical composidon of these soils.
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FIGURE 14. MICRO-ELEMBNT DEFICaSNCY NOTED IN SOME RECENTLY RKCLAIMBD LAND.
S
The high satur ation  percentages coincide not only with high clay content but also 
with the montmoriUonitlc minerology of these so ils. On this basis alone these 
soils should be expected to be more difficult to till than the latoedic soils, and 
the pt^slcal bdiavior of these high magnesium soils can be explained purely on 
their high clay and mootmorin contents. Under the circumstances, most 
students of soils should be inqxressed by the fact dist these soils can be worked 
a t a ll.
Two factors probatdy play important ro les in the physics of these soils; 
f irs t the relatively high iron oxide content (iqjproRlmately S percent of
5
the plow layer) and the presence of excess sa lts . Free salts prevent
deflocculation of soil particles and free  iron keeps the soil aggregated.
It would be interesting to see how tiiese soils wmild behave under sodlc
conditions. Unfortunately for this eoxdy and fortunately for the plantation.
sodlc conditions were ra re  to mm-exlstent in die a rea .
Secondly, the utilization of the saline drainage water now being discharged
into the sea diould be considered. Althoqgh economic factors do not perm it its
re-uee a t this time, this water may be a  rich source of calcium and magnesium
and ptobeibly silica and phosphorous a s  well. Because of its favoralde compositiaii,
the water when applied to base deficient soils may have beneficial effects above 
and beyond the pure water requirement of plants.
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^Unpublished resu lts of Mr* Roger Watanabe. DQft. of Agronomy and 
Soil Science, (M versity of Hawaii.
Because of Its salt content. Its Umlced supply and cost of 
discributlon, this water ebould be used ^ ja rin g ^ . The validity of these claims, 
however, can be flbown only by further e9q>erimentatioo. Finally, the usefulness 
of the sodium electrode for evaluating the quality of drainage and frrigatkm 
w aters has been estahlldied. Naermally, die quality of the% waters is  determined 
on the basis of (1 ) total solulde salt conteztt as measured by electrical canhictivtty 
(2) sodium hazard (3) boron ccntoat, and (4) presence of carbonates and 
bicar bonates.
For Hawaiian soils vhere  boron hazards normally a re  non-existmit, the 
quality of dmlnage and irrigation waters can be evaluated by measuring 
conducttvity, pH sod sodium content.
The comhictlvlcy values immediately inform the Investigator of the total 
soluble salt content, but te lls nothing of its  composition. Since the dominant 
cations a re  calcium, magnesium and sodium, a  low value of sodium suggests 
a  high calcium and megnesium ion concentrMion and a  low pH. T te  low pH is 
related to low carbonate and bicarbonate ion concentration, for if the latter 
were present calcium and magnesium would necessarily p rechnte  in the sy s to n .
resu lts of this diesis suggest that for Hawaiian soils and possibly for 
other areas as well, two simple measurements, electrical conductivity and 
sodium content, provide a rapid means for evaluating the quality of trrigatiaa 
and drainage w ater.
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SUMMARY
The (Ejects of the present research were (1) to dcAermine the 
salinity-EtMus of some (Elected soils and drainage w aters of Hawaii, and <2) 
to determine the apfdlcability of the Mart- e le c tro ^  for such inve^i^atimis. The 
resu lts d 3tataed a re  summarized in the ftdlowiqg:
Excessive accumulation of safts was found only in about 25% of the 
sam ples. in general, the a rea  was free  from salinity. E leo rica l coculuctivities 
of the saturation extracts of the scdls was low. BxdbaisgeaUe i^idiiim percmnage, 
sodium adsorption ratio  were low and the reskhial sodium carbonate was nil.
The soils were generally high in cation exchange capacity and almost 
entirely base saturated. Mignesium was the dominant cation in both die 
soluble and exchangeable phases. The calchim concentration were lower than 
magnesium in the exchangeable and soluble phases, but the amount and 
concentrmJott of both cations were considerably higher than sodium,
Among the aalmis, chloride concentration was highest. Low concentration 
of b ic a rb o n ^ s  was measured in all Helds. Carbonate ions were not prescad in 
any field. Similarly, sulphate was found in traces except in fields 242 and 260.
In the la tter Held, it was the dominant anton.
The use at sodium electrode for the purpose of salinity investigation is 
found to be rapid and accurate in both aqueous and wm-aqueous media.
The drainage waters were highly saline, but die sodium content was low. 
As a  resu lt, the sodium adsorpdon ratio  and residual sodium carhonare was 
low. T te  drainage waters were high In calcium and magnesium.
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